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The fiction is already there.
The writer’s task is to invent reality.¹

If man is ever to solve that problem of politics in practice he will have to approach it through the problem of the aesthetic, because it is only through Beauty that man makes his way to Freedom.²

¹ Shimon Adaf, born in 1972, is an acclaimed Israeli writer. He has published fifteen books so far: three of poetry,¹ ten of prose,² a book of conversations with the author Lavie Tidhar³ and a volume of essays about Israeli Literature.⁴ Adaf is renowned not only for the wide range of genres he has written in—poetry, science-fiction, detective novels and more—but, also, for his ability to combine them in an innovative way. Most of Adaf’s novels encompass and blend several genres in a fusion between reality and fantasy operating on different levels. For this reason, his works are usually hard to categorize and his blurring the lines between reality and fantasy is a rare political and aesthetic stance in Israeli literature, which tends to prefer realistic modes
of writing and representations. Moreover, Adaf’s usage of language has always been innovative and radical.

In this article, I intend to present Adaf’s post-apocalyptic novella, *Shadrach*, and the two ways in which it represents Hebrew language: as a memory or relic of the past, on the one hand, and as a source of constant renewal, on the other. My aim is to claim that only through a meaningful encounter with an Other, a synthesis between the past and the future might occur, making thus possible the innovation of Hebrew language itself.

Even though it is connected to the Rose of Judea trilogy, *Shadrach* is a combination of three sub-genres that are close in nature but different in their characteristics and it does not belong purely to any of them. The sub-genres are: post-apocalyptic, dystopia and science fiction. Like most post-apocalyptic novels, *Shadrach* is concerned with what follows after an apocalyptic event; Adaf portrays the future of the state of Israel as a dystopia, but, in regard to Hebrew language, *Shadrach* can be read both as dystopic and utopic, as I will show further on. Moreover, its fascination with technology and speculative technological developments, alongside encounters with otherness, ties the novella to science fiction narratives.

At the beginning of the novella, taking place in the Future, Shadrach, who lives in “Hagola Tel Aviv,” goes to visit his mother’s family in “New Sderot” for the summer. While being there, a catastrophic event occurs: Israel is bombed by the Zen-Americans (the two major world powers at the time), with nano-gas, making the inhabitants crazy, zombie-like:

Peaceful-faced Zionists, but with a gleam of madness in their eyes, attack one another, tearing with their teeth, their nails, slaughtering, and the blood, their blood, other’s blood, does not stop. Flowing veins.

The inhabitants of “New Sderot” are saved from this attack because of the protection dome that covers the city and Gaza. Shadrach is saved, but he loses his family, his parents and sister, who remained in “Hagola Tel Aviv.” Catastrophes, cataclysms, the apocalypse, are all moments that create a rupture in time. They separate, as James Berger writes, “what comes before from what comes after. All preceding history seems to lead up to and set the stage for such events, and all that follows emerges out of that central cataclysm. [...] new understandings of the world are generated. Apocalypse thus, finally, has an interpretive, explanatory function, which is, of course, its etymological sense: as revelation, unveiling, uncovering.” After the catastrophe, Shadrach stays in “New Sderot.”

Years go by, and Shadrach volunteers to go through a unique process called Seraphizing (from the word Seraph, *Histarfut* in Hebrew: תופרתשה), so he can be sent to the past, to the simulated consciousness of another person and collect information.

He is sent back to 1987, to the consciousness of Hannania, a 15-year-old boy. Only, something goes wrong. He realizes this is not a simulation anymore. Shadrach actually shares Hannania’s consciousness. He is trapped there and tries to understand why. The supposedly safe journey Shadrach was about to take to a simulation of the past, has become a one-way journey with an unknown destination. Not an Odyssean journey but an Abrahamic one, following the juxtaposition made by Levinas: “The Odyssean Paradigm is thus based on the return of the movement to its own origin; the Abrahamic journey is a departure from origin without the possibility of recuperation.”
The Novella tells these two stories in alternation, the story of Shadrach in the years after the catastrophe in “New Sderot,” and the shared story of Shadrach and Hannania, in the past of “Old Sderot.”

The name, Shadrach, is taken from the book of Daniel. In this context, it is the Babylonian name given to Hannania, mentioned in the book of Daniel. Following this line of interpretation, Hannania and Shadrach are the same person. Here Adaf plays with the biblical story, and though, at least at the beginning, Hannania and Shadrach are separate characters, as the narrative develops Shadrach becomes a part of Hannania’s consciousness and they eventually become one being, “Shadrachannania,” thus re-creating, in a way, the biblical story.

In “New Sderot” of the future, people live without memory of the past. “New Sderot” was rebuilt and reconstructed after a prior catastrophe as told in Desert Generation, a story published before the novella. “The old costumes ruined the world.” After that a small group of survivors, the pioneers of the moon-colonies, rebuilt the ruins, but they limited the information given to the new inhabitants, “without the terrible memory, without the old costumes.” The limited knowledge of the past explains why the Hebrew Language the inhabitants use is emptied from its meaning and past etymologies. They use old Hebrew names and words that for the Hebrew reader can be full of meaning, but since the inhabitants are disconnected from Hebrew texts, from the etymology of the Hebrew language, Hebrew is emptied from its fraught and burdensome history. Even when words and symbols appear from the past somehow, like the return of repressed memories, they are no longer recognizable:

[Shadrach’s] gaze was locked on the embroidered pattern on the capes of the two walking in front of them. An equilateral triangle, positioned on its vertex, crossed by a similar triangle, standing on its base. The sign showed up just recently, and it was called, Shadrach’s father claimed it was an invention, Magen David [Shield of David]. Inside it, confined an eye, looking back at him from the robe. Above the sign arched an inscription: El Shaday [The Almighty]. Gods and demons, Shadrach knew, were imaginary terrors from the ancient stories that fed the old customs. In the book of chronicles they learned from at school, it said that they were some kind of reasoning for destruction, ideas of arbitrary cruelty.

It seems that the residents of “New Sderot” are living the reality of Gershom Scholem’s prophecy as described in his famous letter to Franz Rosenzweig:

Indeed, people here don’t know what they are doing. They believe they have securalized the language, pulled out its apocalyptic thorn. But this is surely not true; this securalization of the language is only a façon de parler, a holy phrase. It is absolutely impossible to empty out the words filled to bursting, or only at the cost of the language itself. This ghostly speech that we speak here in the streets signifies precisely the linguistic world devoid of expression in which the securalization of language could alone be possible.

It seems almost like Scholem’s description is exaggerated and reconsidered through the speculative narrative Adaf creates in Shadrach.
Hebrew language seems to be made from hollow, empty words, used only for communication, with no past, with no religious meaning—a completely secularized language. Moreover, Shadrach and his friends, like Mishael, Eliphaz, Bildad, Kazvi and Tuval are precisely the children that Scholem describes. They seem to embody the questions raised by Scholem in the following passage:

If we transmit to our children the language that has been transmitted to us, if we, the transitional generation, bring the language of the ancient books to life in them in such a way that it may disclose itself anew to them—must then not one day the religious force of this language break out against its speakers? And which generation will be struck by this outbreak?20

Scholem is concerned with the Secularization of Hebrew language. In his view, it cannot be secularized at all. The words carry in them their true, religious force and nature, and one day, they might break out of their shell and consume its speakers. Scholem describes this situation as walking blind on the edge of the abyss. As long as we blindly use this hollow language, we should be fine. It is the opening of the eyes that brings us to our fall:

For us, we live within that language above an abyss, most of us with steadiness of blind men. But when we regain our sight, we or our descendants, shall we not fall into that abyss?21

Thus, underneath the catastrophe described in the novella, lies another catastrophe from long ago. The catastrophe described in the novella is the exact moment when the eyes open, staring at the abyss, while it stares back.

As in all post-apocalyptic literature, as Berger says: “The end itself, the moment of cataclysm, is only part of the point of apocalyptic writing. The apocalypse as eschaton is just as importantly the vehicle for clearing away the world as it is and making possible the post-apocalyptic paradise or wasteland.”22 Likewise Adaf portrays options of filling the huge loss the catastrophe created. In my interpretation, the novella suggests three main options, two of which revolve around lingual options, specifically for Hebrew, while the third evades language altogether. Post-apocalyptic and dystopic literature tends to deal with language—and its speculative changes and usages: “The centrality of language and its relationship to individual freedom and state control constitutes the most comprehensive distinction between dystopia and science fiction proper.”23

The first option is turning to the past, portrayed as a political and sociological option. It has a strong connection to the now lost past. After the catastrophe in “New Sderot,” there is a movement that gains power: a movement that wishes to go back and find the old texts, understand the language they speak, rebuild the old customs they have no memory of. The catastrophe raises the collective need for memory, tradition and old gestures to hold on to, and creating a dynasty which will give the unstable present roots and thus steadiness in the past. Zamir, one of the leaders of “New Sderot” and a believer in the restoration movement speaks in front of New Sderot’s People, saying that in order to understand the present, they need to understand the past:

They tell us about this present all the time. [...] But we, said Zamir, do not understand this present. Many of you came here wearing the capes of the Keepers of the Heritage of Zion [KHZ], we call our government, “the Zionist government,” but what do these expressions mean? Yes, they tell us that these expressions originate in the ancient stories, but what exactly is the source? Our children infuse into them the Ten Sfirot [Ten Spheres], we say, Beit David [House of David], we say Zera Malchoot [Seed of Kings], and the words fill with gravity, concreteness,
importance. Where do they come from, if we don’t actually know from our experience the gravity, concreteness, importance? [...] I think we won’t know anything for sure if we don’t bring back the old customs.24

When Shadrach arrives to “New Sderot” at the age of twelve, he is fascinated and mesmerized by the ecological bubbles he sees there. They are closed ecological systems holding different organic elements which combine and alter each other in a perfect and aesthetic creation of the ecological bubbles mentioned at the end of the quote.

And further on:

What about the history which we don’t remember [said Zamir], the past that returns to us in fractions of visions and dreams? Our mourning is deeper than that, sending roots to ancient days, but we don’t know what is the past which gives it depth, we mourn it today as well.25

And Zamir suggests an old custom he found in ancient stories: the Shivaa, and through his guidance, “New Sderot” goes through the old custom of mourning. But for Shadrach, the new tradition that is forced upon him feels empty and hollow. After Zamir describes what they will do:

Shadrach was filled with disappointment. What, that’s it?, he thought. But what did he expect. He didn’t want this custom.

Shadrach was forced to sit Shivaa. They wanted him to cry. He cried. They wanted him to tell stories about his parents and sister, so he did, he told, everything that came up to his mind without warning. Walks, conversations, small gestures. But he didn’t tell the important things, the smells, the images, the textures that he expect. He didn’t want this custom.

Shadrach was filled with disappointment. What, that’s it?, he thought. But what did he expect. He didn’t want this custom.

Bringing up the past and its customs, without context, just for the sake of repetition, seems empty to Shadrach. He goes through the motions as it were, faking the emotions, but his actions are empty from meaning and provide no comfort. They lack the reallness of his memories, the tangibility of his private memories. Shadrach is therefore unimpressed by collective memory and its possibilities and the attempts to bring back the past. Is memory not important for Shadrach? Does he simply give it up? The answer is no, but, for him, memory is something different than just reviving a past no longer connected to the present. Memory, for Shadrach is private. He returns again and again to the memories of his family. He goes back to the memories of the summer when he lost them. But instead of looking for comfort and meaning in the past, he finds them in aesthetic creation of the ecological bubbles mentioned at the end of the quote.

When Shadrach arrives to “New Sderot” at the age of twelve, he is fascinated and mesmerized by the ecological bubbles he sees there. They are closed ecological systems holding different organic elements which combine and alter each other in a perfect and
precise symbiosis. They are engineered and completely man-made, but the creations inside is alive, recreated again and again in each cycle. Several years after the catastrophe, Shadrach wants to create similar bubbles by himself, inserting bits and pieces from his deepest memories of his lost past and family: “[Shadrach] tried to incorporate in them details that will reflect, in some way, moments that grew more intense in his memory since the attack.” The creation of the ecological systems is thus the second option for dealing with the catastrophe and loss of the past which is presented in the novella.

After Shadrach rejects the option for dealing with memory put forth by Zamir and the attempt to revive the past with now-foreign rituals, he turns to a different, non-lingual option that it relies on private memory and experience, and it is artistic and aesthetic in its nature. It also uses relics from Shadrach’s past, but in the bubbles, they are only a part of the whole, elements in a new creation, not just recreations of the past which Shadrach sees as an empty repetition. The memories from the past Shadrach inserts function as triggers, but they do not remain closed and untouched, they develop into something else, living and new, towards the future.

This aesthetic act can be easily seen as a metaphor for writing itself, turning the whole novella into a kind of ecological bubble, which mixes memory and past with speculations of the future, a unique combination of memory and desire, morphing them into an aesthetic creation.

As we saw in the previously discussed quote by Gershom Scholem describing the children—as in those who do not know any other language other than the “secularized,” “empty” language they were taught. In them, Scholem sees the greatest danger and loss. Adaf, however, thorough Shadrach, offers an alternative to the Scholem’s bleak prophecy about the Hebrew language. Shadrach also presents another option of thinking about this “empty” Hebrew language, through his relationship with Nahardauu (עדרהנ).

Shadrach meets Nahardauu, a moon inhabitant who originated from earth. Moon inhabitants have been living there for decades and developed to be non-gendered beings. In that aspect, they are completely other to humans, which are mostly gendered. Although, without religion to control their behavior, in the time of “New Sderot,” the approach to sexuality is free from inhibitions and restrictions, Hebrew language is still known for being “a sex-maniac” language, as the poet Yona Volach described it. Every word, every noun is gendered, either male or female, even after it has been emptied from its past meanings. How does Shadrach approach Nahardauu without being able or even wanting to define him/her as a specific gender? Before they meet, Shadrach watches Nahardauu from a distance, studying him/her. Shadrach wants to ask him/her for his/her name and sex but he decides:

No! The name and sex need to be revealed in some other way, to be given, not in a way that will give them a grip and actuality in the inside world, without them having existence on the outside. Wait!!!

Shadrach decides to respect the complete other he encounters, not labeling him/her in a way that will confine him/her in a narrow definition only for his convenience. Shadrach not only meets another person or being, but he comes to know complete otherness, and falls in love with him/her.
In Shadrach and “New Sderot,” sex and sexual relationships of all kinds are trivialized. It can be seen as an exaggerated situation to what is happening to love and sexual relationships in our current society according to Han:

In recent years, the end of love has been announced many times. Love, the claim goes, is foundering because of endless freedom of choice, the overabundance of options, and the compulsion for perfection. In a world of unlimited possibilities, love itself represents an impossibility. [...] The crisis of love does not derive from too many others so much as from the erosion of the Other. [...] In fact, the vanishing of the other is a dramatic process – even though, fatefully enough, it largely escapes notice.32

Science fiction, when dealing with alien creatures and speculative encounters, is a perfect genre for dealing with otherness as a concept, not only “others”: “The use of the Other, and the use of fundamental ability to other, are methods by which SF has evolved into a legitimate cultural discourse.”33 In that aspect, Shadrach’s relationship with Nahardauu as an Other is truly erotic, in the sense that it transcends physical passion and keeps the Otherness of the Other intact. The other is thus truly desired: “desire is something different from both wanting and needing.”34 “Desire is always desire for the Other.”35

The encounter between Shadrach and Nahardauu is similar to what Han describes as a “moment of truth:”

Moment of “truth;” it introduces a new and entirely different way of being into the habit of habiter, the situation at hand. It gives rise to something that circumstances cannot account for. It interrupts the Same in favor of the Other. The essence of the event is the negativity of rapture, which allows something wholly Other to begin. Eventfulness connects love with politics and art. They all command “fidelity” to the event. This transcendental fidelity may be understood as a universal quality of eros.36

This unique encounter between Shadrach and Nahardauu is manifested in language. After they meet, Shadrach asks Nahardauu to teach him to speak with him/her correctly, prompting Nahardauu to give him a set of rules to modify Hebrew in an ungendered way, and Nahardauu obliges.37
What Adaf actually does when inventing this speculative, non-gendered Hebrew in the novella, is a form of language invention, or “conlang.” The term “conlang” was coined in 1991, in the first gathering of language creators. It is a portmanteau of the words “constructed” and “language.” Basically, it is “any language that has been consciously created by one or more individuals in its fullest form is a conlang, so long as either the intent or the result of the creation process is a fully functional linguistic system,” such as, for example, Esperanto.

In his book, David Peterson gives a glossary of terms related to language invention. For instance—Modern Hebrew is considered a “Natlang,” a natural language, “which is any of the languages that happen to exist in the world and evolved naturally [...]. It also includes revitalization projects like modern Hawaiian and Modern Hebrew. [...] The point of emphasis is the nature of the origin of the system.”

Peterson describes the wave of language creation which began in the 20th Century, which is “known as the artistic language (or artlang) movement. Though early works of fantasy or satire would often feature bits of supposedly fictional languages (cf. Jonathan Swift, James Cabell, [etc.]). The first widely known author to use a more or less fully constructed language was J. R. R. Tolkien.”

The non-gendered Hebrew Adaf creates in Shadrach can be defined as what Peterson calls “fictional language,” which is “a language that’s supposed to exist in a given fictional context [and] supposed to be real in their respective fictional contexts;” or “artlang,” “‘short of ‘artistic language,’ [...] a conlang created for aesthetic, fictional, or otherwise artistic purposes.”

The difference between the conlangs Peterson describes and Adaf’s Hebrew—such as Tolkien’s conlang—is that the Israeli author did not create a whole new language out of nothing, such as other a priori conlangs. Rather, Adaf inserts modifications to...
contemporary Hebrew language in a way that allows it to contain and include the speculative conditions which Adaf sets in this novella, creating non-gendered Hebrew is “an a posteriori conlang [...] whose grammar and vocabulary are drawn from an existing source.” He expands the possibilities of Hebrew language by inventing a grammar which can be used and recognized as part of the Hebrew language.

Adaf creates a transformation: the ancient Hebrew language, the sex-maniac language which forgot its past, is able to renew and transform. The encounter with otherness, and a true desire to speak with it in an accurate and respectful way, leads to development of language. Erotic desire pushes Shadrach forward to creation and invention, pushing the old to re-invent itself and forget its restrictions: “the other does not mark the boundaries of intelligibility; the fact that the other ‘overflows’ does not impose the burden of failure upon language, but hints at his alterity with respect to language, an alterity which can leave its trace only in language. [...] Alterity does not negate language, but affirms it with all its ways of saying the other and infinity.” This act reaffirms the validity of language, in opposition to Scholem’s claims which only sees disastrous outcomes in the modern use of Hebrew language.

Like in his ecological bubbles, Hebrew can also morph into the future, not only go back to its roots. Inserting the aesthetic, creative and erotic aspect (through otherness) to it enables it to become something new with new possibilities. Not just empty words which need the past to have significance, a process that happens through the deep and meaningful encounter with the Other.

Essentially, this becomes the third option presented in the novella, which is actually a synthesis of the former two. The synthesis only happens after the profound, significant encounter with an Other. This speculative non-gendered Hebrew is also a utopic island in this dystopic narrative, and also an answer to Scholem’s grim prophecy. This “hollow” language is not only a place of annihilation and destruction, but also of creation and innovation, describing a utopic locus, where a true encounter with Otherness can occur.

To describe this process briefly, when there is a need for meaning and comfort after a great loss or a catastrophe, the process and options are as follows: the first option is to go back to the past, to revive the old meanings and to try to find a meaning for the present by connecting to the past. This option is connected to the political realm and portrayed as artificial. The second option, the aesthetic option, is to create something new from the present and the lost, to morph them into objects of beauty. It is portrayed as personal and creative. The combination of the two, taking the old language and morphing it into something new, is the synthesis of the two. However, this can only happen through a significant meeting with an Other which allows language to evolve. This meeting is what differentiates Shadrach’s aesthetic act in creating his bubbles from that of creating a language: the bubbles are closed units. They can also be broken, as the ones Shadrach saw in “New Sderot” broken, yet language endures. Even though their relationship does not last, the new language, which was used for their unique relationship, remains afterwards. This enables Hebrew to be a living language.

The same can be said about Shadrach and Hannania: without knowledge and memory of the past, of the biblical story of Shadrach and Hannania, the futuristic and speculative story of Shadrach and Hannania lacks meaning. The whole meaning of the story is revealed only through the synthesis of past and future.
According to my reading of Adaf’s Shadrach the ability to reinvent a language, to push it to its limits and transform it, doesn’t come from remaining in the past, but through a real meeting with an Other or otherness, with the speculative, which demands you to cross boundaries you didn’t know existed.
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A second narrative is of course very important to the novella, but in this article, I will focus mainly on the futuristic narrative, since it is more relevant to the representations of Hebrew language and its possibilities.
If Scholem’s prophecy is dystopic than Adaf’s non-gendered language is utopic, creating an ideal possibility for Hebrew language through the meeting with otherness. There is also a connection between otherness and utopia in Levinas’s thought: “since the other has no place, he is u-topic par excellence” (Ziarek, 1989, p. 214).

In this article, I wish to present Shimon Adaf’s post-apocalyptic novella, Shadrach, and the two ways in which it represents Hebrew language: as a memory or relic of the past on one hand, and as a source of constant renewal on the other. What I would like to claim is that only through meaningful encounter with an Other, a synthesis between the past and the future can occur, making innovation of Hebrew language possible.
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